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Quantum trajectory analysis of a thresholdlike transition in the microlaser

Changhuei Yang and Kyungwon An
George R. Harrison Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 29 July 1996!

In a recent microlaser experiment@K. An et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.73, 3375~1994!#, a thresholdlike transition
of intracavity mean photon number as a function of intracavity mean atom number has been observed. In this
paper the behavior is explored with quantum trajectory simulations. It is shown that the transition is caused by
enhanced atom-cavity Rabi interaction due to the increase of the intracavity photon number as the intracavity
atom number is increased. The transition is further accentuated by the position-dependent variation of the
coupling constant in the Fabry-Pe´rot cavity. In addition, it is demonstrated that multiatom collective effects are
negligible in the microlaser under consideration, in which atoms are injected into the cavity at random times
and the product of the coupling constant and atom-cavity interaction time is much less thanp. In this case the
analytic theory of the one-atom micromaser@P. Filipowicz et al., Phys. Rev. A34, 3077 ~1986!# can be
extrapolated into the multiatom region, assuming uniform atom-cavity coupling throughout the cavity and
monovelocity atomic injection. Finally, simulations are performed which account for spatial variation of
coupling constant, velocity distribution of injected atoms, and spontaneous atomic decay in the actual experi-
ment. The results are in good agreement with experiment.@S1050-2947~97!03506-3#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.2p, 42.55.2f, 32.80.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cavity quantum electrodynamics~QED! @1# has been a
subject of extensive experimental and theoretical studie
recent years. In this field the interaction of an atom with
single mode cavity is particularly important. An atom in
cavity constitutes the simplest form of light-matter intera
tion, and often serves as an ideal testing ground for fun
mental studies. It is an attractive setup for studying ato
photon entanglement, Schro¨dinger’s cat states@2#, and
quantum computing@3#.

The microlaser@4# is an interesting setup for studyin
cavity QED with a single atom in the few quantum limit. Th
photon generation process in the microlaser is the cohe
atom-cavity Rabi interaction described by the Jayn
Cummings model@5#; the process is significantly differen
from that of a conventional laser characterized by sponta
ous and stimulated emission, and therefore the microla
has the potential to exhibit many features of quantum opt
such as photon-number trapped states, squeezing, and a
field entanglement. In addition, the microlaser provides n
experimental opportunities not available in its microwa
counterpart, the micromaser@6#: photon detection capability
in the microlaser makes possible the direct measuremen
intracavity mean photon number, emission spectrum@7#,
higher-order correlation functions of the output emissio
and atom-field correlation function.

Extending the single-atom microlaser to the many-at
situation is also an interesting problem. With increas
number of atoms, novel mesoscopic quantum mechan
features can arise. Although multiatom operation can
catastrophic to achieving photon-number trapped states@8#,
enhanced atom-cavity interaction due to collective inter
tion of atoms with the common cavity field can lead
highly nonclassical photon statistics@9#.

Thresholdless lasing is one novel feature one exp
from such mesoscopic laser devices. Researchers have
551050-2947/97/55~6!/4492~9!/$10.00
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trying to realize thresholdless lasing in semiconductor mic
cavities for many years@10,11#. Because of the intrinsic
complexity of such condensed matter devices, it is rat
difficult to obtain a good understanding of the underlyi
physics. Hence one strategy is to first understand a m
fundamental and simpler system, and then apply the acqu
knowledge to more complex systems. The microlaser
serve as a testing ground for such ideas, since it can be e
extended to many-atom operation but is still simple enou
to allow fairly rigorous theoretical study.

In the microlaser experiment, a stream of barium ato
(138Ba! is injected into a high-Q optical resonator. Prior to
entry, each atom is excited by ap-pulse laser field into a
long-lived excited state~6 1S0 → 6 3P1). While in the cav-
ity, the atoms couple to the cavity mode and undergo coh
ent atom-cavity interaction. As each atom leaves, there
certain probability~hereafter called the emission probabili
Aem) that a photon is left behind in the cavity. Note th
Aem is a result of coherent atom-cavity interaction charact
ized by the atom-cavity coupling constantg; the contribution
to Aem due to usual spontaneous emission~in the absence of
atom-cavity coupling! is extremely small (;1026). As will
be seen below,A em is an important parameter in understan
ing the microlaser operation.

If there exist exactlyn photons in the microlaser, th
Rabi-oscillation frequency becomes 2An11g. In the cur-
rently realized microlaser experiment, atoms optima
coupled to the cavity undergo approximately 1/6 of a co
plete Rabi cycle when the cavity is initially empty. Once
photon is emitted into the cavity, the next atom will expe
ence a Rabi frequency enhanced by theAn11 factor, and
hence have an increased emission probability. This can
to a rapid increase of intracavity mean photon number^n& at
^n&;1, when^n& is plotted as a function of intracavity mea
atom number̂N&. Such a trend resembles the threshold tra
sition of a conventional laser in that output suddenly
creases as the pumping rate exceeds a threshold. How
4492 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 4493QUANTUM TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS OF . . .
we wish to emphasize that the thresholdlike transition in
microlaser is entirely different in origin, and is far less pr
nounced than ordinary threshold transitions. Such m
thresholdlike transitions have been observed when the mi
laser operates with a few atoms, as shown in Fig. 1,
cerpted from Ref.@4#.

There have been speculations that the thresholdlike t
sition observed in the microlaser experiment might be du
many-atomcollectiveeffects. Such speculation first appear
in Ref. @4# as an explanation for the discrepancy betwe
theory and experiment. In this work, however, we show t
the microlaser thresholdlike transition is not due to t
many-atom collective effects but due to the enhanced R
oscillations~with An11 factor!, and is further accentuate
by the position dependence ofg in the cavity. We demon-
strate that many-atom collective effects, in fact, do not p
any significant role in the microlaser experiment under c
sideration. A stochastic wave function method is used as
analytical tool in the present work.

The newly developed quantum trajectory simulati
~QTS! formalism provides a practical simulation tool fo
analyzing a system which has dissipative processes but
sesses only a few degrees of freedom@12,13#. Hence it is
particularly suitable for analyzing the microlaser, which co
sists of one or a few atoms coupled to a single cavity mo
In QTS, the atom-cavity Schro¨dinger equation is numerically
integrated for a long succession of injected atoms. Diss
tive processes — atomic and cavity decay — are simula
through a stochastic wave function method. There have b
numerous works with QTS; they include studies on the St
splitting of the Rabi resonance for an atom strongly coup
to a cavity @14#, studies of spontaneous emission of ato
under excitation from laser light@15#, and modeling of the
fluorescence spectrum of atoms in a magneto-optic trap@16#.

In Sec. II we extend the QTS formalism in order to d
scribe a microlaser operating with many atoms. The hallm
of this extended formalism is that the atom-field entang
wave function is continuously adjusted to account for ato
number fluctuations in the cavity, due to the fact that ato
are continuously injected and removed.

To begin the analysis, we first apply the micromas
theory @17# to an idealized microlaser model in Sec. III A
and we then study the mechanism causing the threshold

FIG. 1. Experimental results from Ref.@4# Parameters:
2k52p3190 kHz;g0 5 2p3360 kHz; mean velocity of therma
atoms, 365 m/s; mode waist, 43mm.
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transition, namely, the enhanced Rabi-oscillation proce
The micromaser theory involves solving the Schro¨dinger
equation with the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian when
atom is in the cavity and letting the cavity field decay exp
nentially when no atom is present. The atom-field coupling
assumed to be uniform throughout the cavity in this theo

In the actual experiment, the coupling constant has n
uniform spatial profile: standing-wave variations along t
cavity axis and a Gaussian mode profile in the transve
directions. In Sec. III B we show that the nonuniform co
pling constant enhances the thresholdlike transition. This
hancement of the transition in a standing-wave cavity w
first pointed out elsewhere@18#, approximating the standing
wave mode by assuming that half of the atoms are at
nodes and half at the antinodes. It was shown that as^n&
builds up, the coupling enhancement due to more photon
the cavity prompts even weakly coupled atoms to particip
in laser emission. The result would then be a more disti
thresholdlike transition. The same reasoning holds for
Gaussian profile in the transverse directions.

In Sec. III C we examine many-atom effects and sh
that those effects are negligible for the microlaser under c
sideration, and hence that the results of one-atom micro
ser theory can be extrapolated to the many-atom region
der proper conditions. In Sec. III D the microlas
experiment is analyzed with fully extended simulations
cluding cavity mode structure, atomic decay, and veloc
distribution. This analysis supersedes the previous
@4,18#, serving as a recalibration method of the photon a
atom detection system used in the experiment.

II. EXTENDED QUANTUM TRAJECTORY FORMALISM

Consider a microlaser operating with many atoms,
which the Hamiltonian can be written as

H5HJC1HD ,

HJC5 i\ (
q51

N0

g~r qW !~sq2a
†2sq1a!,

HD52 i\
k

2
a†a2 i\ (

q51

N0

~gsq1sq21g8sq18 sq28 !, ~1!

whereg(r qW ) is the position-dependent coupling constant
theqth atom at positionr qW , k is the cavity decay rate, 2g is
the atomic decay rate from 63P1 to the ground state 61S0
and 2g8 is the atomic decay rate from 63P1 to 5 3D2,1
states.~See Fig. 2 for the energy level diagram of atom
barium.! sq6 are the raising and lowering operators for t
transition between 63P1 and 61S0, while sq68 are the rais-
ing and lowering operators for the transition between 63P1
and 53D2,1. a

† anda are the creation and annihilation op
erators of the photons in the cavity.N0 is the number of
atoms in a volumeV0, which is large enough to completel
enclose the cavity mode so that the atoms outside this
ume have negligibly weak atom-cavity coupling constan
The HamiltonianHJC accounts for the atom-cavity interac
tion whereasHD is a Hamiltonian associated with atom an
cavity decay. It is important to note that as atoms drift in
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4494 55CHANGHUEI YANG AND KYUNGWON AN
and out of the volumeV0, new terms are constantly adde
and old terms are constantly removed fromHJC andHD .

Coherent evolution of the wave functionuC(t)& due to
HJC is obtained by numerically integrating the Schro¨dinger
equation. If the time interval of integration is small enoug
the wave function at timet1Dt is related to the wave func
tion at timet by

uC~ t1Dt !&.uC~ t !&1 (
q51

N0

g~r qW !

3~sq2a
†2sq1a!DtuC~ t !&. ~2!

The treatment of the dissipative HamiltonianHD follows
that of Ref.@14#. Specifically, the probability of cavity deca
in each time interval is computed by multiplying the dec
rate of a photon out of the cavity with the time intervalDt:

r c~ t !Dt5k^C~ t !ua†auC~ t !&Dt, ~3!

where ^C(t)ua†auC(t)& is the cavity photon expectatio
number and will henceforth be denoted as^n&. The probabil-
ity of cavity decay is then compared with a random num
between 0 and 1. If the random number is less than
probability, it is determined that a photon has decayed ou
the cavity. We then modify the wave function by applyin
the annihilation operatora to it and the resulting wave func
tion is renormalized:

uC~ t !&→auC~ t !&. ~4!

Otherwise, the wave function is modified as follows and th
renormalized:

uC~ t !&→S 12
k

2
Dta†aD uC~ t !&. ~5!

This null observation adjustment can be understood as a
duction of the probability of higher photon-number state d
to the additional information that no photon is observed d
ing the time interval. The incorporation of atomic decay fo
lows a similar procedure, where we replace the photon
ation and annihilation operators with atomic raising a
lowering operators, respectively, and the cavity decay
with the atomic decay rates.

In this numerical simulation scheme, the entry of an at
into the cavity requires two actions. The first is addition
the respective atom-cavity interaction term to the Ham
tonianH. The second is the concatenation of the wave fu

FIG. 2. Energy-level diagram of atomic barium.
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tion of the injected atom into the system wave function. T
wave function of anN0 atom-cavity system can be express
as

~6!

whereun& denotes the cavity photon-number state andufq&
denotes theqth atom’s energy eigenstate, with 0 represe
ing the ground state and 1 the excited state. As
(N011)th atom enters the cavity at timet, the concatenation
of wave functions gives

uCN011~ t !&5uCN0
~ t !& ^ uFN011~ t !&. ~7!

It is important to understand that the simple product of
two wave functions in Eq.~7! is valid only for joining two
nonentangled wave functions. Once the atom is in the cav
evolution due to atom-cavity interaction will entangle a
components of the wave function so that the wave funct
cannot be rearranged in the form of a direct product as in
~7!.

The escape of an atom from the cavity requires two
tions. The first is the removal of the atom-cavity interacti
term pertaining to that atom fromH. The second is the re
moval of contributions of that atom to the system wave fun
tion. To simplify the notation for this procedure, we assum
that the last atom in the system wave function is remov
~In general, we can always relabel the atoms so that the
index is assigned to the exiting atom.! We then separate th
system wave function into two groups, one of which d
scribes the system wave function with the exiting atom in
excited state and the other describing that for the atom in
ground state. Specifically, if the atom exits at timet8

~8!

The interaction of these two groups is due to the atom-ca
interaction term for theN0th atom inHJC. When this atom-
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55 4495QUANTUM TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS OF . . .
cavity interaction term goes to zero, as occurs when the a
exits the cavity, the two groups will no longer interact. Th
implies that from this instant onwards, while the compone
of the wave function in each group continue to evolve due
Rabi oscillations, there is no longer any cross entanglem
between the two groups. In the simulation, when the at
exits the cavity, the probability of the atom exiting in excite
~or ground! state is calculated from Eq.~8!. This probability
is compared with a random number between 0 and 1. If
random number is smaller than the probability, theN0th
atom is determined to be in the excited~or ground! state so
that the wave function in Eq.~8! collapses into one group in
accordance with this decision, and the ket associated with
N0th atom in the wave function is dropped. The result is th
renormalized and the wave function continues to evolve.

In this extended QTS technique, the dissipative cavity a
atom decays can be dealt with by the procedure describe
Eqs. ~3!–~5!. The position dependence of the couplin
strength can be incorporated by changingg(rW) over the du-
ration of the simulation in accordance with the actual var
tion of coupling strength of an atom traversing the cavi
However, the QTS has its own limitations. It becomes co
putationally demanding as the number of atoms and pho
increases. Since the atoms and photons are entangled
number of memory locations needed to hold wave funct
information becomes extremely large, and at each time in
val a huge amount of information needs to be processe
every coherent operation and random decay. Limitations
available workstations in memory and speed thus plac
practical limit on the number of atoms which can be cons
ered. At present, the maximum value ofN0 in our simula-
tions is about 15 atoms@19#. The mean value ofN0, then,
must be chosen so that the probability of having more t
15 atoms in the cavity is negligible. The average numbe
atoms in the cavity,̂N&, is smaller than the mean value o
N0 due to the spatial variation of the coupling constant. F
example, in the fully extended simulations in Sec. III
^N&'3.

III. RESULTS

A. Thresholdlike transition by enhanced Rabi oscillation

If n photons are contained in the cavity, an initially e
cited atom undergoes energy exchange with the cavity~Rabi
oscillation! at frequency of 2An11g. As the intracavity
photon number increases, the rate of energy exchange
increase. For the microlaser of Ref.@4#, the product of the
optimal coupling constant and the atom-cavity interact
time t int for the most probable velocity is roughly 0.5 ra
This means that the initially excited atom will not undergo
complete Rabi oscillation if the cavity is empty. However,
the intracavity photon number is much larger than unity,
Rabi-oscillation rate will be greatly enhanced due to the f
tor An11. As the Rabi oscillation approaches a half cyc
the atom’s emission probabilityAem approaches unity.

To elucidate howAem is related to the atom-cavity inter
action, consider an idealized microlaser in which the ato
cavity coupling constantg is uniform throughout the cavity
and atoms enter the cavity in an inverted state with the s
velocities. If an inverted atom enters the cavity att50 and
m
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exits att5t int ~atom-cavity interaction time!, the probability
of finding the atom in the ground state att5t int is simply
sin2(An11gtint), which is the same asAem. In steady state,
the cavity field is often composed of various photon-num
states, and this composition is characterized by the pho
number distribution functionPn . The emission probability is
then

Aem5 (
n50

`

Pnsin
2~An11gtint!. ~9!

In the experiment the atom-cavity coupling is not unifor
and the atoms have different velocities, so there is no sim
way to determineAem other than realistic simulations dis
cussed below. However, the major dependence ofAemon the
atom-cavity Rabi interaction still remains.

To demonstrate the underlying principle of the microlas
thresholdlike transition, we consider the simple case o
completely inverted stream of monovelocity atoms enter
the cavity and interacting with uniform coupling. Atomi
decay is completely neglected. After a large number of ato
have passed through the cavity, the system evolves to
equilibrium state which can be described by a rate equat
The equation states that for the equilibrium state the num
of photons decaying out of the cavity per unit time is b
anced by the number of quanta emitted into the cavity by
atoms per unit time via the coherent atom-cavity interacti

k^n&5Aem̂ N&/t int . ~10!

We can interpretAem as a measure of the efficiency of th
system in generating photons; a large value ofAem indicates
that a large proportion of energy is transferred from the
oms to the cavity.

It is possible that the simultaneous presence of two
more atoms in the cavity affectsAem through collective in-
teraction with a common cavity field.~See Sec. III C.! This
complication can be avoided if the cavity decay rate is ma
so small that̂ N& will be much smaller than unity for the
range of̂ n& to be studied. In this case, the chance of hav
two or more atoms in the cavity simultaneously can be m
extremely small.

Based on these considerations, we first ran quantum
jectory simulations for a cavity with a small decay ra
~equivalent to a high finesse! and a uniform coupling con-
stant throughout the cavity~Fig. 3!. In the simulations, com-
pletely inverted two-level atoms were injected into the cav
with the same velocity but with Poissonian random arriv
times. The mean number of atoms in the cavity was var
from 0.01 to 0.3. By counting the total number of atom
exiting the cavity in the ground state and comparing it w
the total number of injected atoms in each simulation,Aem
can be obtained.̂n& is obtained by averaging the expectatio
value of intracavity photon number over time. The results
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. As anticipated,Aem grows with
^n&. However, from Fig. 4~a! we can see thatAem peaks at
^n&'12. This is because at that point, enhanced Rabi os
lation causes the atoms to undergo roughly a half Rabi cy
on average as they traverse the cavity. For larger^n&, the
atoms begin to return to the excited state. SinceAem can be
thought of as a measure of efficiency, by which energy fr
the atoms is transferred to the cavity, we see that the sys
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4496 55CHANGHUEI YANG AND KYUNGWON AN
is more efficient in converting the energy supplied by t
atoms into laser emission at higher photon number, as l
as^n& does not exceed about 12. With this interpretation,
should expect to see a nonlinear increase in^n& over a range
of ^N& as the system becomes more efficient, in accorda
with Eq. ~10!. Figure 4~b! shows such a transition due to th
change in efficiency.

Note that the one-atom micromaser theory of Ref.@17#
can be used for this simplified model and the result can

FIG. 3. Atom-cavity coupling profile of the simulation model:
Gaussian profile is assumed along the direction of atomic be
The coupling is assumed uniform along all other directio
g(j)5g0 if uju,w0, andg(j)50 otherwise, withj5x,y,z.

FIG. 4. Plot of~a! Aem versuŝ n& and~b! ^n& versuŝ N& from
QTS simulations~boxes!, assuming atom-cavity coupling profil
shown in Fig. 3. The solid line shows microlaser/micromaser th
retical prediction. Coupling constant variation is shown in Fig.
Parameters used:k 5 2p312.5 kHz,g0 5 2p3360 kHz,v 5 365
m/s,w0 5 43mm. In all cases the cavity is assumed to be reson
with the atoms.
g
e

ce

e

compared with that of the QTS in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. As
expected, the agreement is excellent. This supports the v
ity of our QTS code and enables us to modify the code a
apply it to more complicated configurations.

This thresholdlike transition in the microlaser can be co
pared to ordinary threshold behavior in the conventional
ser, in which the threshold defines the transition of the la
efficiency in converting pump energy into a lasing mod
This transition is related to the laser field intensity, as go
erned by the conventional laser rate equations@20#:

dn̄

dt
5K~ n̄11!N22Kn̄N12kn̄, ~11!

dN2

dt
5Rp2g radN22Kn̄N21Kn̄N1 , ~12!

dN1

dt
52g1N11g radN21Kn̄N22Kn̄N1 , ~13!

wheren̄ is the mean photon number in the cavity~equivalent
to ^n& in the microlaser!, Rp is a pumping rate at which the
upper laser level is populated by some incoherent means,
K5g rad/p is the laser coupling coefficient, withg rad being
the atomic radiative decay rate from the upper to the low
laser level andp the number of cavity modes within th
atomic fluorescence linewidth.N1 andN2 are the lower and
upper laser level populations, respectively, andg1 is the
atomic decay rate from the lower laser level to the grou
state, with the condition thatg1@g rad in order that popula-
tion inversion can occur@see Fig. 5~a!#. For conventional
lasers,p is very large (;10421013) so K is much smaller
thank, g rad, andg1 by many orders of magnitude. In stead
state, this set of equations gives

kn̄5H K@g11~g12g rad1K !n̄#

g1@g rad1Kn̄# JRp . ~14!

Rp can be viewed as equivalent to^N&/t int in Eq. ~10!; both
measure the amount of energy pumped into the system
unit time. The quantity in the braces on the right hand side
the equation givesAem in this case. It grows from 1/p, a very
small fraction, to 12g rad/g1, near unity, asn̄ increases.
Plots comparable to Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! are shown in Figs.
5~b! and 5~c!, respectively, for the conventional laser. No
that the sharpness of the threshold transition in the conv
tional laser is due top@1. If p;1, the transition would be
hardly distinct@10,11#.

However, important differences exist between the t
systems despite the above-mentioned similarity. The first
ference is in the transition mechanism. In the conventio
laser, below threshold, emission into all available cav
modes~as many asp, typically ;10421013) takes place, so
that the fraction of total emission into any particular mode
extremely small. Above threshold, coherent emission int
single lasing mode develops as stimulated emission beco
dominant. This leads to a sudden increase in the numbe
photons in the lasing mode. On the other hand, the micr
ser has a very smallp (;1) so that such redistribution o
emission does not take place. However, the enhanced R
oscillation process can cause more atoms to emit their p
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55 4497QUANTUM TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS OF . . .
tons into the single mode of the cavity. When^n&!1 most
atoms traverse the cavity without emitting photons into
cavity. As ^n& grows, the enhanced Rabi oscillation enab
more atoms to transfer their energy to the cavity field, he
inducing the thresholdlike transition. The second differen
lies in the fact that in the microlaserAem eventually de-
creases, due to the fact that further increase in^n& causes the
Rabi oscillation to overshoot a half Rabi cycle. In the co
ventional laser, there is no equivalent process to bring ab
such a decrease in efficiency.

Another important characteristic of the conventional la
across threshold is the change in photon statistics, and
sequently, the emission spectrum due to the transition f
spontaneous emission to stimulated emission across th
old. No such drastic transition is expected in the microlas
where photon emission into the cavity is always due to
coherent atom-cavity Rabi oscillation process. We exp
that the photon statistics and, consequently, the emis
spectrum of the microlaser will not dramatically differ acro
its thresholdlike transition. But this point is not yet well e
tablished, and needs further careful studies@21#.

B. Enhancement of thresholdlike transition
by nonuniform coupling

The simulations of the preceding section were based o
cavity with uniform coupling in all coordinates. The stan

FIG. 5. ~a! Energy-level diagram of the conventional laser d
cussed in the text.~b! Efficiency function in Eq.~14! versusn̄, and
~c! n̄ versusRp . Parameters used:p5105, g152p320 MHz,
k52p32 MHz, g rad52p32 kHz. These parameters were chos
to describe a typical He-Ne laser.
e
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ing-wave mode variations in coupling constant along t
cavity axis and the transverse Gaussian mode profiles h
been neglected to simplify the model. We next investiga
the effects of these variations onAem, as well as on the
^n& versus^N& curve.

The presence of a standing-wave mode in the cav
causes each atom to experience a differentg during its travel
through the cavity. Atoms traveling close to a node expe
ence weak coupling and undergo only weak Rabi oscillat
while atoms traveling close to an antinode experience o
mal coupling and undergo a maximum Rabi oscillation. W
would therefore expect that only atoms in the latter ca
would participate significantly in the interaction with th
cavity. This implies thatAem should start at a lower value
than in the uniform-coupling case. However, as^n& builds
up, the coupling enhancement due to more photons in
cavity will prompt even weakly coupled atoms to participa
@18#. The result will be a higher ratio of maximumAem to
initial Aem, thereby leading to a more distinct thresholdlik
transition. The same reasoning holds for the Gaussian pro
in the transverse directions.

In order to explore this effect in detail, we ran sets
simulations for the four coupling profiles depicted in Fig.
We summarize the resulting normalized^n& versus ^N&
curves in Fig. 7. As anticipated, the thresholdlike transiti
is more distinct for the more realistic models.

C. Many-atom effects on thresholdlike transition

The simulations in Secs. III A and III B were performe
with a very small cavity decay rate, so that for the range
^n& values studied the probability of the cavity containin
two or more atoms at any instant is very small. Note th
when several atoms are present in the cavity, they can
lectively interact with the common cavity field. If there ar
N atoms with the same coupling constantg within the cavity,
the vacuum Rabi-oscillation frequency for these atoms a

FIG. 6. Four simulation models considered in Sec. III B. Th
differ in position dependence of atom-cavity coupling constant. T
curved single-peaked distributions represent Gaussian coupling
tributions defined asg(j)5g0exp@2(j/w0)

2# with j5x or y.
Standing-wave distribution alongz direction is defined as
g(z)5g0cos@2pz/l# with l the wavelength. Parameters use
w0543 mm, l5791 nm, andg0 5 360 kHz.
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whole isANg instead ofg @22,23#. If N fluctuates in time,
Rabi oscillations in the system will be complicated acco
ingly.

The extent of many-atom collective effects will be man
fested inAem. At equilibrium, we can expressAemas a func-
tion of the time-averaged photon-number distribution fun
tion Pn and atom-number distribution functionPN . Since
PN is a Poissonian distribution, it can be completely char
terized by the mean intracavity atom number^N&, and hence
Aem becomes a function ofPn and ^N&. Furthermore, for a
given configuration of the microlaser,Pn and ^n& are ex-
pected to have a one-to-one correspondence~at least in the
present operating range!. ThereforeAem can be viewed as a
function of ^n&, instead ofPn , and^N&. One way of study-
ing possible many-atom collective effects in the microlase
then to examine the dependence ofAem on ^N& for fixed
^n&, particularly when̂ N&>1.

To study this, we ran two sets of simulations. In both s
we assumed the atom-cavity coupling to be uniform as
Fig. 3 and that atoms are injected with random arrival tim
but with the same velocity. Atomic decay was neglected
the sake of simplicity. Hence the only randomness lies in
atom arrival times. The only difference between the two s
was that the second set employed a cavity decay rate fa
than that of the first set by a factor of 19; one had a finess
193106 and the other 13106 . In the set with the faste
cavity decay rate, the photon storage capability of the ca
is worse, and hence, according to Eq.~10!, a larger value of
^N& is needed to obtain the same value of^n&. For these
simulations^N& was varied up to 8, so that many-atom e
fects would set in.

Figure 8~a! plots bothAem curves for comparison. The
turned out to be surprisingly close to each other even w
^N&>1, and hencên&@1 in the figure. This implies tha
Aem depends almost entirely on̂n& and is essentially inde
pendent of^N&. There exists small difference between t
two results, but since the difference is comparable to sta
tical error due to the stochastic nature of the simulations,
can regard bothAem curves as practically identical. Figur
8~b! plots the correspondinĝn& versuŝ N& curves. To com-
pare the shapes of the^n& versus^N& curves, thêN& value
of the curve with a finesse of 193106 was multiplied by 19
in Fig. 8~b!. Again, these two curves are practically identic

FIG. 7. Demonstration of enhancement of the thresholdlike tr
sition by coupling constant variation.
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We thus conclude that many-atom collective effects
negligible for the idealized microlaser under considerati
Explanation of this rather surprising result lies in two fac
First, the atoms are injected at random arrival times, c
forming to a Poissonian distribution, and second, the prod
of the coupling constant and the atom-cavity interact
time,gtint , is much less thanp. We will refer to these as the
conditions of random arrival and short interaction time.
Since atoms are injected into the cavity randomly in tim
any coherent collective interaction of many atoms at o
instant is soon interrupted by the introduction of a new at
or the departure of one of the atoms initially interacting c
lectively. Therefore the duration of collective effects is mu
shorter than the usual atom-cavity interaction time, a
hence such effects would be greatly reduced. If the ato
cavity interaction time is much shorter thanp/g to begin
with, the many-atom collective effects would be further r
duced. Conversely, if atoms are introduced into the cavity
a form of series of clusters@23#, or if atoms are introduced in
a regular way@24#, many-atom collective effects would b
significant. In addition, when a microlaser/micromaser is o
erating near the trapped states, i.e.,gtint;p, even occasiona
two-atom events severely disturb the formation of t
trapped states@8#.

The fact thatAem depends only on̂n&, independent of
^N& even when̂ N&>1, under the condition of random ar
rival and short interaction time leads us to conclude that
one-atom micromaser theory can be extrapolated to
many-atom region under that condition. The solid curves

-

FIG. 8. Comparison of~a! emission probabilityAem versus^n&
and~b! ^n& versus^N& curves for two different cavity decay rates
One is 19 times faster than the other. Coupling constant varia
shown in Fig. 3 was used. Parameters used:k 5 2p3 ~12.5, 238!
kHz; g0 5 2p3360 kHz; velocity of thermal atoms, 365 m/s; mod
waist, 43 mm. In the legend M stands for 106 ~e.g., 19 M
5193106).
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Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! were obtained from the micromase
theory of Ref.@17#. The curve coincides with the two simu
lation results, confirming our expectation.

D. Inclusion of atomic decay and velocity distribution of
injected atoms: Fitting experimental data

Throughout the discussion we have ignored atomic de
between the two relevant states and to the 53D states as
well. The lifetimes of these two decay processes are b
about 3ms. Since the atom-cavity interaction time in th
experiment is about 0.2ms, there is a 15% chance of atom
decay within the cavity via either of the two decay process
QTS performed with the inclusion of these two decay p
cesses showed little change in the overall shape of the thr
oldlike transition curve. The only change observed is u
form translation of the entire curve horizontally~along the
^N& axis!. This is understandable when we view the add
decay processes as acting to reduce the population of ex
atoms, so that the intracavity atom number must be increa
in order to achieve the same intracavity photon numbe
obtained without decay.

The other important factor regarding the realistic simu
tion of the experiment is the Boltzmann velocity distributio
of the atoms entering the cavity. This distribution affec
microlaser operation in two ways. First, atoms moving fas
or slower than the most probable velocity will be unde
pumped or overpumped by the pump laser, respectively
addition, the transit time of the atoms through the cavity w
differ according to their respective velocities. The impact
these two differences on the thresholdlike transition is
pected to be significant.

Due to constraints on the finesse of the mirrors availa
with current technology, the experiments of Ref.@4# were
performed with a relatively large cavity decay rate compa
to those of the simulations discussed so far. Therefore
thresholdlike behavior can only be seen when^N& is rela-
tively high. In the experiment the transition occurred wh
^N&.1.

In the simulations, the results of which are summarized
Fig. 9, we used a realistic model of the cavity which has
position-dependent coupling constant as depicted in
6~d!. In addition, the atomic decay processes are includ
We first performed the simulations with the actual cav
decay rate; however, due to computation limits on the abi
to handle a large number of atoms in the cavity simu
neously, the simulation could only be run for the initial pa
of the thresholdlike transition@19#.

In Sec. III C we have demonstrated that the influence
many-atom collective effects on the thresholdlike transit
is negligible under the condition of random arrival and sh
interaction time. The microlaser experiment of Ref.@4# op-
erates under this condition, and hence the thresholdlike t
sition, which occurs when̂N&;1, should depend only on
^n&. Therefore we can still study the thresholdlike transiti
seen in the experiment by running the simulations with
very small cavity decay rate~with the other parameters un
changed!, and then rescalinĝN&. Based on this observation
we used a cavity decay rate which is 48 times smaller t
that of the actual experiment. The horizontal axis of the
sulting curve was then rescaled by simply multiplying t
y
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^N& values used by 48. The results of the latter simulat
agreed well with those of the former. The combined resu
were then regarded as the simulated transition curve for
actual experiment. The experimental data shown in Fig
were then scaled both horizontally and vertically to match
with the simulated transition curve. The necessary sca
factors for the data were about 2 and 3 for the vertical a
horizontal axes, respectively. These scaling factors are ju
fied in that there exist systematic uncertainties in determ
ing the overall atom and photon detection efficiencies in
experiment. Conversely, our simulation results can serve
calibration method for the atom and photon detection s
tems. The confirmation of the goodness of fit between
periment and simulation comes from the good agreemen
their respective ratio of maximumAem to initial Aem. This
ratio is invariant under scaling and hence their agreem
implies the validity of the simulation as well as the reca
bration of detection efficiencies.

IV. CONCLUSION

The thresholdlike transition observed in the microlas
has been studied using quantum trajectory simulations.
found that the transition is due to the enhanced atom-ca
interaction with increase of number of intracavity photon
and the position-dependent variation of coupling constant
hances the transition. We have obtained good agreemen
tween the full-extended simulation and the experimen
data. The present work also demonstrates that many-a
collective effects in the microlaser, operating under the c
dition of random arrival and short interaction time~as de-
fined in Sec. III C!, are negligible. The fact thatAem depends
only on mean intracavity photon number, independent
mean intracavity atom number, suggests that the one-a

FIG. 9. Comparison of the experiment of Fig. 1 with simulatio
results, which include standing-wave as well as Gaussian pos
dependence of the coupling constant, atomic velocity distribut
and atomic spontaneous decay not only to1S0 ground state but also
3D2,1 states. The experimental data are scaled both horizontally
vertically to match up with the simulated transition curve. The n
essary scaling factors for the data are 2 and 3 for the vertical
horizontal axis, respectively. See the text for both explanation
justification of these scaling factors.
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micromaser theory of Ref.@17# can be extrapolated into th
multiatom region.

Quantum trajectory simulations with many atoms in t
cavity are quite demanding in computing resources. Be
computing algorithms, a faster computer, and more mem
would allow us to include more atoms in the simulations. F
a reasonably large number of atoms, which cannot
handled by the present simulation technique, one anticip
that a simple analytic theory might be constructed. Suc
ys
er
ry
r
e
es
a

theory should provide precise conditions for validity of th
extrapolated one-atom theory.
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